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About This Game

Celebrating the 50-year anniversary of Caterham Cars Ltd, RACE fans can now expand the WTCC Experience with this
exceptional series of classic sportscars. RACE: CATERHAM introduces a total of 60 individual new cars/car skins based on
some of the most exciting models in the Caterham sports car range, including the Caterham CSR 200, CSR 260 and the CSR

320 Concept, a concept version with a grueling 320hp.
Racers can run the cars on two exciting new tracks: the legendary Imola circuit and the former GP track Estoril.

RACE: CATERHAM includes new features that improve the original RACE game experience: improved performance
scalability, a performance monitor to help the player find the best possible graphical settings, and a new controller interface with

more options for joy-pad or keyboard/mouse controls.
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This game is really nice :D I really love the idea behind plus the nice graphics! I cant say that theres something that I dont like..
Or maybe just the fact that I finished almost every level in under 1 hour :D But still, this game is really fun and relaxing to play!
Hope to see an update soon!. Its really fun to play with your squad. Even you die you will still enjoy it wont keep you busy for
long time but it worths the money.. I never bought a game before that was this badly optimized. Even on my 980Ti it's barely
playable or at potato quality. Gameplay sucks too. Marble shoots to random places out of nowhere.

I DO NOT RECOMMEND!. "To be, or not to be, that is the question:"  which begins your Shakespearean adventure to attempt to
kill your evil Uncle Claudius while fighting pirates, time travelling, becoming a ninja, playing death chess, having a singalong
with a gravedigger, oh and turning yourself into a trout. (And you can have some stew in the mean time, and lots of making out,
if you want)

I'm a huge fan of "Choose Your Own Adventure" stories, I've studied and read Shakespeare's Hamlet and I'm a big fan of Ryan
North's witty and snarky sense of humor. Put all that together and you have "To Be or Not To Be". In this game, you play as
either Hamlet, Ophelia (BEST CHARACTER BY THE WAY), or Hamlet Sr (Yes, a ghost). The premise is simple, read along
and make choices and create your own version of Hamlet. With so many choices, and some cringingly awesome puns, you
control the fate of your character and his/her kin. The gameplay is fun, although, I wouldn't recommend it to someone who
doesn't enjoy reading or appreciate Ryan North's brand of humor (snarky, sarcastic, and nerdy). Also, it can get a bit pedantic,
so I also wouldn't recommend trying another story immediately after beating it the first time. While the gameplay doesn't have
much artwork, like in a visual novel, certain plot elements allows you to unlock pieces of artwork create by a variety of
webcomic artists. Music is charming but a bit repetitive and there is great narration (which you can turn on or off).

It's a great game, but not necessarily for everyone; if you like to make your adventures with a nice dosage of nerdy humor,
definitely pick up this game in a sale.. Its an Awsome game!

Simple Mechanics with some deph to it!

Easy to play, Hard to master game with some advanced moves like placing boombs at 90º degree angle or side kicks. Despite
how fun this game looks, it isnt. Forced into a Race/class combo (without letting you even choose most of your stats!) this is a
Diablo rip off, and not a good one at that. On top of the lactluster gameplay, There is a lack of complete voice overs except at
the end of chapter (Grunts for everything else). The flaws dont even end there Skellies taking full damage from swords and
arrows and ghosts are able to take damage from everything regardless if its a magical weapon or not. Every thing with special
texture also is bugged, it is replaced by a Blue and White texture, and has been since release of the game (Unless you enjoy
running from Gargamel, this is a bad thing). All and all it is not worth the 15 dollars spent on this game. Burning your money
would give you more enjoyment and a closer experiance to DnD then this game could offer (Fire is ALWAYS fun). This
recommendation is more of a warning. Dont buy this game unless you want to be extremly disapointed.. Amazing sexual
content!. dumb game very cheezy if you like dumb fun SHMUP games give her a go.
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I think this is a good one. I like tower defense games so I figured I'd like this but there are quite a few unique things for this one.

Pros:
Lighthearted (Tries it's best to be ridiculous with it's dialog)
Crazy (The turrets talk, your main currency to buy things is strawberries, the main character looks like a toilet with the basket
on its back)
Small, this game seriously only takes up 800 MB or something at the time of writing this.
Multiplayer, always nice to play with friends.

Cons:
Short (I haven't finished it yet and haven't tried the challenges but for the regular maps I think I'm already half way done.)
Character customization seems to be disabled at the moment, you can interact with paint cans to change your color but not much
else.

On a random note you fight using the turrets by attaching one to your head, this makes you a mobile defense base more than it
gives you a weapon though, you can command nearby towers to shoot a given place anyway and the one on your back is no
different, it'll also shoot automatically when you're not commanding it. It's a bit different and doesn't make a huge difference
but I found it a bit of a strange system at first.

Definitely worth a look if you're into coop tower defense type games.. Easy to use for beginners, friendly interface, many users
are more creative than you.. I just started this campaign, I am a new DM, it's very hard for me to imagine how can people run a
campaign without some form of help like this. Just started the death house, everything is so well built and well written. I still
need to practice my role playing skills though. I really enjoyed this short interactive (barely) movie. Its worth your time and its
free.. Okay my main issues are that this game lacks any real solid in depth storyline, it feels like a expansion pack rather then a
seperate game.

All the elements that made the last game interesting are gone... Now you can play against others, but with simplified gameplay
which takes some of the elements of Darwania away in the process that made it stand out...

I do recommend it, but honestly... as I said this just feels like a expansion pack to Darwania and not a full game.. Not even
funny or playable tbh, not worth 40p for 5 mins of nothing. If you're gona make a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game at least make it a good
♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. mobile game
1/5. I really enjoyed this game. I'm always searching for things that are trying new things and this one manages to make
something new out of a lot of what is old. Video game sampling almost.

It's also a great addition to non-combat based video games that offer engaging game play. A number of items are fetch quests
but the framing manages to separate it from other games. It calls attention to what it is in a lot of places.

The art design is great and manages to get away with a lot of depth using a minimal level of modern visuals.

When I play this I feel like it's a good mix of the VR scene from Johnny Mnemonic and the game Rez.

Also, epic vaporwave music. Worth the time. Was also a lot more content than I was expecting and it held up.. Online
multiplayer is dead, and was the only reason to play this game to begin with. Even if it was still active, I'm not sure I would
recommend it.. The graphics look nice, game runs smooth, is fun.
 I dont really have a sound issue, though more sound comes from right side of my headphones.
Specs:
Windows 7 x64
intel I3 4160
nvidia geforce gtx960.
12gb ram.
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